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Signs and messages

1

To:

Tip: Read
the vnessaae
fi'rst ani
understand its

Jess
From: Kate
Sorry you can't find your student card! Don't worry. I'll come to the store with you. l'll buy the
book with my card and get the student discount. You can pay me back!

1. Who has lost her

student card?

5. Why do they need a student card?

2. Where will they go?

Now choose the correct answer from the

options below.
3. What willthey buy?

Kate will buy a book for Jess.
Jess will lend Kate her student card.

z*.

1

Who will pay for it?

Jess will have to pay

for a new student card.

E Choor. all the sentences with the same meaning as the first sentence.
Students may not use a calculator in the exam.
Students must not use a calculator in the exam.
Students are not allowed to use a calculator in the exam.
Calculators are forbidden in the exam.
Students can use a calculator in the exam.
Students don't have to use a computer in the exam.

Visitors do not have to book a guided tour.
Visitors can't book a guided tour.
Visitors needn't book a guided tour.
It isn't possible for visitors to book a guided tour.
It isn't necessary for visitors to book a guided tour.
Visitors shouldn't book a guided tour.
3. Guests shouldn't leave their bags in the entrance hall.
Guests may not leave their bags in the entrance hall.
We advise guests not to leave their bags in the entrance hall.
We suggest that guests leave their bags in the entrance hall.

Guests must leave their bags in the entrance hall.
It's not a good idea for guests to leave their bags in the entrance hall.
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Part2
Read descriptions of a book and three people.

Who should read this book?

3.1

Beyond the Mountains
This isn't really a guide book, so if you're looking for the best sights and walking paths in this
region, it's best to buy something else. But if you're interested in the wildlife in these mountains,
this will tellyou all you need to know. lt has some beautiful photographs too.

4.,

5.1

Alex hasn't visited this mountainous region before. He wants to know how to get around and the best
places to go walking so that he can see wild animals.

Lill

Bernard knows this mountainous area well and enjoys the scenery. He often sees birds and flowers
when he's walking and would like to know what they are.
Caroline is lookinE forward to her visit to the mountains. She wants to see all the famous sites and take
lots of photographs. She just needs advice about where to go!

E

n

1.

aa about Emma and descriptions of three holiday homes. Where should she stay?

Emma wants to spend her holiday in the countryside. She is going away with her husband, her
daughter and her parents. Her father is disabled and cannot walk easily. She'd like her daughter
to be able to play with other children while on holiday.

a
Th

Beautiful old farmhouse surrounded in green hills. Sleeps five people in two double rooms and one single
room. Get away from it all! There are no other houses around for miles! Safe garden for children.

1.1

Wheelchair access.

2.1

Holiday cottage in a smallvillage located between the sea and the mountains. Games room will keep
children happy for hoursl Warning: steep steps may be unsuitable for very old or young.

3.1

Lovely wooden cabins in a forest location. Various cabin sizes, sleeping 2,4,5,6 or 8 people. Plenty of
activities for all the family including children's play area, bike hire and water sporls. All cabins and paths
suitable for wheelchairs.

s.J

,':,. Complete the sentences with words frorn ttr
so that they have the same meaning as the first

I
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......

ai

job

job.
......
job.
Claud wants to keep the same job for many years. He wants a ......
job.
Deniz wants to work a few hours a week. She wants a ... ..
Elise wants to find work between July and September. She wants a .
Francesca wants to earn a lot of money from her work. She wants a .,.

to
mi

Boris wants to find work for a few weeks only. He wants a

job.

job

.i

Hanna likes music played by an

for
th(
Gr
in

Choor. the word that matches the sentence.

love.

-t
De

Aidan wants to find work on Saturdays and Sundays. He wants a

Gregor likes films about

I

l

summer weekend temporary part-time w

E

4.

the

romances musicals thrillers

orchestra.

i

. documentaries

pop classical jazz
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Text Compreh

n ra about the island of Bryher, then read the pairs of sentences.

E

Which sentence in the pair is correct?
Bryher is an island of contrasts. While huge Atlantic waves crash against rocks on the western
side, the eastern side has calm, sandy beaches. Bryher is perhaps the wildest of the Scilly lsles
and it offers a great sense of freedom, whether you are hiking up one of its small hills to admire
the great views, exploring the rocky coastline or lazing on the beach.

Al

Word of what this island can offer is beginning to spread. The luxurious Hell Bay Hotel has won
many awards, and TV chef Jamie Oliver has publically declared the tiny Fraggle Rock Bar to be
one of Britain's best pubs. Michael Morpurgo's book'Why the Whales came' is set on this island,
and the movie of the book was filmed here.

fre

80 people are lucky enough to call Bryher home. There is one shop where you can buy everything
you need for your holiday as well as the local speciality 'tatty cake'. There are also various food
stalls beside the paths that cross the island, so you won't go hungry!

ch

SO

B

MI

al

c'l
1.
A. The eastern side of the island is safer for

swimming than the western side.

Although the hills are not very high,
can see a lot from the top.

one of the hiils on Bryher

80 people live on Bryher.

EI
qu

accommodation for 80 visitors on

in

yot

ffi:

the Scilly lsles.
6.
Jamie Oliver manages the Fraggle Rock Bar.

Jamie Oliver likes the Fraggle Rock Bar.

A. You can buy food at just one location on

the island.
You can buy food at several locations on

the island.

E

DI
Th

ch

you

is the highest

AS

A story by Michael Morpurgo takes place
on Bryher.

The western side of the island is safer for
swimming than the eastern side.
2.

st:

Michael Morpurgo wrote his book while
staying on Bryher.

n aa the pairs of sentences. Circle the pairs with the same meaning.
We may cancel some classes if there aren't enough people.

dur

tha
adt

E

1. Yc

2.M

The number of classes available depends on the number of people.

3.W

50% of your deposit will be refunded for cancellations made at least 4 weeks before your stay.
You will get half your money back if you cancel your booking less than 4 weeks before your stay.

4.

Yc

5. Yc

All cooking equipment is provided.
It's unnecessary to bring cooking equipment with you.
Buses run from the town centre to the beach daily, although there is a reduced service at
weekends.
You can't take a bus from the town centre to the beach on a Sunday.
The boat trips are popular even in the low season, so you should book well before you go.
Visitors are advised to book boat tickets in advance.

6.

D(

7. Fu

8. Yc

9.

Pe

10.
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